Kirkwood vs. C. B. C.

Saturday October 27, 1956
Quick opener against a normal six-man line.

End run against a six-man line, overshifted to the right.

PROVEN
FAVORITES

...Kirkwood Pioneers...

STARTING LINE-UP
LE—CASSIDY, DAVE 43
LT—COLE, DAVE 68
LG—HENLEY, PAUL 60
C—ALMSTEDT, QUENTIN 52
RG—WEBER, BOB 42
RT—DOBBS, RICH 70
RE—MARTING, PAUL 57
DB—FOWLER, DENNIS 36
LB—CANNON, BOB 55
RH—AITKEN, FRED 54
FB—MOLLER, TOM 65

ROSTER
32—Corbet, Terry Jr QB
33—Bowman, Norm Jr HB
34—Theriot, Dave Jr QB
35—Schneider, Ed Jr T
36—Fowler, Dennis Sr QB
37—McDougall, Frank Sr HB
38—Waitkin, Ray Jr HB
39—Schmitt, Lyle So E
40—Dunn, Bob Jr G
41—Scranton Barth, Jr G
42—Weber, Bob Sr G
43—Cassidy, Dave Sr R E
44—Harris, Don Sr RB
45—Ernest, Alan Jr FB
46—Andrews, Bill So T
47—Bennett, Bill Jr T
48—Brell, Bob Jr E
49—Waterman, Bryan Jr G
50—Scott, Steve Jr FB
51—Mard, Jack Jr C
52—Almstedt, Quentin Sr C
53—Moore, Bill Jr HB
54—Aitken, Fred Jr HB
55—Cannon, Bob Sr HB
56—Fredericks, Bob Jr QB
57—Marting, Paul Sr RE
58—Theriot, Bill Sr. G
59—Boillot, Steve Sr. E
60—Henley, Paul Jr G
61—Mullendore, Joe Jr C
62—Wallace, Dixon So G
63—Knoesel, Don Sr LT
64—Mueller, Rich So C
65—Moller, Tom Sr FB
66—Donahue, Jack Jr T
67—Runnels, Miller So T
68—Cole, Dave Sr T
69—Neuhau, Tom Jr E
70—Dobbs, Rich Jr RT

DEFENSIVE TEAM
LE—MULLENDORE 61
LG—KNOESEL 63
LT—WALLACE 62
C—WARD 51
RG—HARRIS 44
RT—NEUHAUS 69
RE—BRELL 48
UB—WATERMAN 49
LB—MOORE 53
RB—BENNETT 47
FB—ERNST 45

COACHES
WILLIAM LENICH
BOB CLODFELTER
SAM McCLANAHAN

OFFICIALS
Linesman—Sample
Referee—Lake
Umpire—Hogan
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REFEREES' SIGNALS

1. Offside or violation of free-kick rules
2. Illegal position
3. Illegal motion at snap
4. Delay of game or excess time out
5. Personal foul
6. Roughness and piling on
7. Clipping
8. Roughing the kicker
9. Unsportsmanlike Conduct
10. Holding
11. Intentional Grounding
12. Illegal forward pass

FOUL SIGNALS
Lateral fake trap, against an overshifted six-man line.

Lateral fake trap, against a six-man line overshifted to the right.

PROCEDURE SIGNALS

1. Ineligible Receiver — Down Field on Pass
2. Touchdown or field goal
3. Safety
4. Ball ready for play
5. Clock starts
6. First down
7. Time out
8. Ball is dead
9. Touchdown or field goal
10. Safety
11. Ball ready for play
12. Clock starts

C. B. C. Cadets

--- ROSTER ---

Head Coach—KING
Assistant Coach—KERSTING
Athletic Director—WILCUTT

LE—CIGNO
LT—SCUZZO
LG—DIETRICH
C—MEINERS
RG—DI FRANCO
RT—REINHART
QB—SHANNON
LH—MCDONELL
RH—MUSIAL
FB—KAYSER

26
53
32
41
24
55
21
15
17
18

10—Otten
11—Ottsen
12—Kassing
14—Cannizzo
15—Shannon
16—Barro
17—McDonell
18—Kayser
19—Albers
20—Fritch
21—Cigno
22—Bolmeir
23—Musial
24—Di Franco
26—Chura
32—Dietrich
41—Meiners
44—Cochanski
51—Quirk
57—Alloway
53—Scuzzo
55—Reinhart
84—Wencwicz
Doyle
Jerza

Vianew
Hach
Gilbert
Martin
Greeniner
Montgomery
Berder